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ndergraduate engineering
degrees awarded to
African Americans, His-
panics and American
Indians more than tripled

in the nineteen year period from 1972-
73 (1,255) to 1991-92 (4,681)1 . Much
of this increase can be attributed to ef-
forts initiated in the early seventies
when foundations, corporations and
schools of engineering launched a
national movement to expand the par-
ticipation of underrepresented minorities.
For example, the NACME organization
was established, ethnic-specific orga-
nizations were formed and precollege
programs were developed.

While enrollment has been robust, minor-
ity students' persistence lags far behind
their nonminority peers. In analyzing
national enrollment and graduation
data for the 1980's, NACME found that
only 35.6 percent of minority engineer-
ing freshmen obtained a BSE
(bachelor of science in engineering)
degree compared to 68.4 percent of
nonminorities2. Among those who per-
sist into the sophomore year, only
56.7 percent of minority students
graduate compared to 87.4 percent of
nonminority sophomores. in other words,
a minority freshman's relative gradua-
tion rate is about haW (52 percent) that
of a nonminority student. When this
student achieves sophomore status, the
graduation rate (...f minorities relative to
nonminorities improves to 64.9 percent.

Minocity engineering programs (MEPs)
have attempted to intervene in the
devasting cycle of minority student at-
trition. These retention efforts,
established in the late 70s and

This report is based on a study by the Educational
Testing Service (B.C. Clewell, et al), commissioned
by NACME and made possible by a grant from
the AT&T Foundation. Catherine Morrison is
director of e.,rch and Lea E. Williams, Ed D .

executiv. ..d president of the National Action
Council for minorities in Engineering (NACME).
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Highlights

Almost unanimously, deans laud MEPs
as beneficial tc engineering schools'
efforts to increase minority participation,
yet programs often lack adequate
institutional funding for salaries and
basic operating costs. On average,
institutions with hioh retention provide
78 percent of funding for their MEPs.
By comparison, institutions with low
retention provide oniy 32 percent of
the MEP budget. Only four out of 20
MEPs in the study received full
support from their institutions.

Although faculty participate in a wide
range of outside activities, MEP
directors note a lack of substantive
faculty involvement in activities that
affect minority students' academic
success.

The lack of institutional support and
faculty involvement cause MEPs to
remain isolated and outside the
mainstream of engineering schools in
much the same way as the under-
represented students they serve.

Few universities systematically collect
and analyze longitudinal data on
persistence and graduation.
Genrally. MEPs maintain a database
on current students (test scores, high
school grades, course enrollment,
grade point averages), but
longitudinal data would help them
secure institutional support.

While most of the components of the
NACME/NAMEPA MEP model were
found across all programs studied, in
the absence of longitudinal data their

presence could not be correlated
justifiably with the retention levels of
the schools in.which they were located.

Most MEPs that do recruitment, recruit
high-achieving middle and high school
students, placing less emphasis on
at-risk students who haVc expt
an interest in science, as well as
students in two-year institutions.

The importance of summer bridge
programs in strengthening students'
academic skills and providing an
orientation to college life is widely
recognized among the MEP staff,
engineering school administrators,
faculty and students.

MEP directors work with engineering
school deans to ensure that minority
applicants are evaluated fairly and
equitably, using multi-dimensional
criteria. But as a group, MEP directors
have little power to influence the
admissions policies that universities
have developed for minority
engineering applicants.

University efforts to improve retention
tend to focus exclusively on students.
This approach does not directly
address institutional obstacles, cross-
cultural communications barriers, low
faculty expectations, etc.factors
that contribute to the high attrition of
minority students. As a result, even if
an MEP program is effective, because
it deals largely with students, it does
not bring about permanent change in
the institutional environment.
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throughout the 80s, were designed to
help recruit minority students, assist
them in negotiating the engineering
school environment and, ultimately, re-
duce the number of students of color
dropping out of engineering before
completing their degrees. Since MEPs
came into existence the enrollment of
minority students has improved sub-
stantially (Tables 1 & 2), but attrition has
remained unacceptably high.

In shaping its agenda for the 90s,
NACME commissioned the Educa-
tional Testing Service (ETS) to conduct
a study of minority engineering pro-
grams at twenty engineering schools
across the nation. The study sought to
determine the extent to which the
conceptual model of a minority engi-
neering program actually exists and to
define the kinds of efforts and activities
unique to MEPs at institutions with the
highest minority persistence and grad-
uation rates.3

Looking ahead, NACME used this
study to formulate recommendations
for strengthening programs, to call at-
tention to the need for institutional
change, and to identify areas of needed
research.

Table 1.
Fall Semester Freshman Enrollments* In Engineering

Academic
Year

African
American

Hispanic
American

American
Indian

Total
Minority

Total
Freshmen

Percent
Minority

1973- , 1,684 525 40 2,249 51,207 4.4%

1974-75 2,447 888 89 3,424 62,582 5.5%

1975-76 3,840 1,384 120 5,344 74,558 7.2%

1976-77 4,372 1,766 171 6,309 81,652 7.7%

1977-78 4,728 2,161 244 7,133 88,256 8.1%

1978-79 5,493 2,664 225 8,382 95,171 8.8%

1979-80 6,339 3,136 317 9,792 103,090 9.5%

1980-81 6,661 3,373 365 10,399 109,314 9.5%

1981-82 7,015 3,689 412 11,116 114,201 9.7%

1982-83 6,715 3,635 371 10,721 114,517 9.4%

1983-84 6,342 3,885 376 10,603 108,763 9.7%

1984-85 6,245 3,939 410 10,594 104,374 10.2%

1985-86 6,374 3,849 365 10,588 102,285 10.4%

1986-87 5,873 3,359 353 9,585 98,298 9.8%

1987-88 6,145 3,826 354 10,325 94,814 10.9%

1988-89 7,075 4,246 433 11,754 97,379 12.1%

1989-90 7,284 4,599 424 12,307 94,79 ; 13.0%

1990-91 8,370 5,382 526 14,278 93,705 15.2%

1991-92 8,305 5,263 582 14,153 92,308 15.3%

1992-93 8,924 5,624 633 15,181 92.699 16.4%

Source: NACME
'Note: Figures do not include the University of Puerto Rico.

During the 1989-90 academic year, we
identified 89 MEPs and selected 30
representative programs to be consid-
ered for site visits. For each institution,
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we compiled persistence and gradua-
tion data and categorized universities
based on this quantitative information.
The data came from NACME's exten-

Figure 2.
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Table 2 .
Fall Semester Undergraduate Enrollments* In Engineering

Academic
Year

African
American

Hispanic
American

American
Indian

Total
Minority

Total
Enrollment

Percent
Minority

197:)-74 4,869 2,371 204 7,444 183,520 4.1%
1974-75 6,319 3,158 360 9,837 197,899 5.0%
1975-76 8,258 3,941 317 12,516 228,183 5.5%
1976-77 9,828 5,138 446 15,412 254,797 6.0%
1977-78 11,388 5,944 618 17,950 286,500 6.3%
1978-79 12,954 7,158 625 20,737 308,556 6.7%
1979-80 14,786 8,454 759 23,999 337,807 7.1%
1980-81 16,181 9,043 903 26,127 362,300 7.2%

1981-82 17,611 10,200 970 28,781 384,162 7.5%

1982-83 17,598 10,683 1,078 29,359 400,038 7.3%

1983-84 17,817 11,599 1,127 30,543 402,561 7.6%

1984-85 17,451 12,202 1,186 30,839 391,052 7.9%

1985-86 17,994 12,941 1,120 32,055 8.4%
1986-87 16,830 11,913 1,071 29,814 365,161 8.2%
1987-88 17,300 12,981 1,136 31,417 352,848 8.9%

1988-89 18,227 13,188 1,164 32,579 342,280 9.5%

1989-90 18,939 13,761 1,205 33,905 334,723 10.1%

1990-91 20,909 15,917 1,408 38,294 335,102 11.4%

1991-92 21,891 16,374 1,538 39,803 335,585 11.9%

1992-93 23,136 18,088 1,809 43,033 340,271 12.6%

Source: NACME
'Note: i'igures do not include the University of Puerto Rico.

sive Incentive Grants Program (IGP)
database which contains retention,
persistence and graduation statistics
for more than 150 engineering schools
that have been awarded scholarship
funds since 1975. Each of the institu-
tions referred to ETS was rated and
ranked using four years of persistence
data (1986-87 through 1989-90) and
five years of graduation data (1980-81
through 1984-85). Based on our find-
ings, institutions were divided into
three categories of performance, each
containing approximately one third of
le total group of 89 MEPs. ETS then

selected a representative group of 20
schools, using NACME's quantitative
criteria as well as descriptive data such
as geographic location, type of admin-
istrative control, age of the MEP, and
program services offered. For the final
group of 20 institutions:

16 were public institutions and
four private;

three were located in the Northeast,
two in the Southeast, arid five each
in the Midwest, Southwest and West.

total engineering enrollments ranged
from 539 to 6,268 (mean = 2,652);

total underrepresented minority en-
rollments went from 70 to 1,329
(mean = 334), and

MEPs had been in operation from
four to 16 years (mean = 10).

ETS developed a protocol based on the
components in the NACME/NAMEPA
MEP model. This protocol was used at
each site to collect archival and inter-
view data. Those interviewed at the
sample sites included: program direc-
tors, their supervisors, program staff,
two faculty members, and directors of
university offices such as admissions
and financial aid. In addition, current
(freshman/ sophomore) and former
(junior/senior) program participants
were interviewed.

4

Nature anc Prevalence ot MEP
Components
The typical minority engineering pro-
gram, operating with minimal staff and
limited institutional funding, offers a
wide range of support services to stu-
dents in the first two years of enrollment.

The theoretical MEP model (Figure 1)
includes pre-enrollment activities (re-
cruitment, admissions, summer bridge
programs and transitional services),
matriculation services (community build-
ing, academic support, student
personal/professionat development),
and a set of characteristicd that define
the institutional environment in which
the programs function (institutional
commitment, fiscal resources, staffing,
office space, faculty involvement and
reporting lines). The components of
the model are italicized in the discus-
sion below.

Pre-Enrollment Activities
Generally, MEPs recruit through high
school outreach, community college
outreach and regional precollege pro-
gram collaborations, as well as by
using university recruitment resources
(Table 3).

High school outreach consists of a
variety of activities such as career days,
science fairs/competitions, field trips
to engineering facilities, summer resi-
dential programs for high school
students, mailings of printed materials,
school visits, and special projects that
link MEP students and high school stu-
dents (Figure 2). These activities are
not always implemented by MEPs direct-
ly. Some do outreach through other
university offices, such as the Office of
Recruitment and Admissions. Some
collaborate with regional precollege
engineering programs. Most MEPs
target high-achieving middle and high
school students; less than half target
students who are described as "at-risk,"
but who nonetheless have expressed
interest in science and math (Table 4).

Community college outreach occurs
less often than high school outreach.
Only half of the programs (n=10) con-
duct community college outreach

3



Table 3.
Recruitment and Admissions Functions

Recruitment
High School Outreach
University Recruitment Resources
Relationship with Regional Precollege Programs
Community College Outreach

Percent of Sample
100

85

85

50

Admissions
Standard Institutional Admissions Requirements
Standard Policies/Some Flexibility
Special Policies tor Minority Applications

40
30

65

activities, compared to 80 percent that
recruit high school students. However,
many MEPs (n=14' participate in some
type of articulation agreement with
community colleges.

MEP staff work with regional precollege
programs by making school visits and
bringing precollege program partici-
pants onto campus for activities such
as science fairs and contests, Saturday
academies, summer programs and
campus tours. MEP students and mi-
nority engineering student organizations
often collaborate with precollege pro-
grams by sponsoring workshops,
tutoring sessions and career days.
Success is mixed: While some MF°s
successfully recruit from these programs,
other MEPs report that the students
they contact enroll at institutions with
more prestigious engineering programs
or that offer better financial aid.

MEPs use university recruiting resources
in a variety of ways (Figure 3). While a
few programs (n,3) rely only on direct
recruiting, most MEPS (n=15) combine
their own recruitment efforts with those
of the university by participating in joint
recruiting trips and career day events,
and follow-up on referrals of potential
students.

Admissions criteria vary considerably
among engineering schools, but most
MEPs (n=13) apply special admission
policies for minority applicants who do
not fully meet standard requirements
(Table 3). Usually, the College of Engi-
neering requires applicants to have
high school credits in specific math .

4

Table 4.
High School Outreach Target Populations

School
High School
Middle School

Students
High Achieving
At Risk but Interested in Math/Science
Science Club Members

Percent a Sample
80
45

65

30

15

and science courses. To ensure that
recruited students are admitted, most
programs (n=14) actually oversee the
admisjons process. However, few MEPs
(n=6) track students who do not enroll.

While MEPs have little influence on
overall university admissions policies,
most (n=13) have worked with the en-
gineering school dean to ensure that
minority applicants are evaluated fairly
and equitably, using multi-dimensional
criteria.

Sixty-five percent of the MEPs (n=13)
offer summer bridge programs largely
aimed at students needing additional
academic preparation. These programs
offer content courses in mathematics
and science, enhance critical thinking
and study skills, and provide a good
orientation to the university. MEP staff
usually send program materials to all
minority students and encourage them
to apply, especially those with weaker
academic backgrounds. Students
most in need academically are given
preference for program enrollment. At-
tendance varies from only 10 percent
of the minority enrollment to nearly all.
Summer bridge programs are not nec-
essaily remediation efforts; when the
programs are perceived to focus on
remediation rather than enrichment,
minority students are inappropriately
stigmatized. Minority students in engi-
neering schools are, on average, as
well-prepared academically as major-
ity students,

MEPs offer a range of transitional ser-
vices. Half of the..MEPs (n=10) guide

students to appropriate placement tests
(Figure 4). Other assistance includes
financial aid, helping students register
for tests, reminding them of deadlines,
administering diagnostic or placement
tests and advising on course selection.
The advising function seems to be ef-
fective since faculty indicate that MEP
students are well-placed in their classes.
Regarding financial aid, nearly all MEPs
work with the financial aid office to try
to obtain adequate funding for stu-
dents. In addition, thirteen of the
twenty MEPs studied indicated they
administer some form of scholarship.

*1qtr :Thrvices
Matriculation services foster community
building, provide academic support
and enhance students' personal and
professional development. All pro-
grams participate in these activities on
some level.

Community building activities help to
create a subculture and sense of ca-
maraderie among MEP students within
the school of engineering. Efforts to
foster community building include
freshman orientation, creating a stu-
dent study center, clustering students
in course sections and encouraging
participation in student organizations
(Table 5).

Nineteen of the programs studied offer
formal freshman orientation courses to
help students understand the expecta-
tions of the engineering school as well
as the requirements for graduation. Over
half of the MEPs (n=11) design their
own courses; in other cases, it is a urn-



versity function. At nine institutions (45
percent) orientation is mandatory for
students and carries academic credit.
Most orientation programs (n=16) pro-
vide sessions on study skills, including
time management and note-taking.
Career awareness is another prevalent
feature of orientation programs (n=14).
Directors and students concur that these
sessions are helpful. In addition to for-
mal courses, some MEPs provide such
orientation services as pairing freshmen
with upperclass students, introducing
students to department chairs or con-
vening informal meetings and mixers
throughout the year.

Eici'ly percent of the MEPs (n=16) have
study centers:Most are located in an

engineering building; other locations
include a residence hail and tempo-
rary housing on the edge of campus.
On two campuses minority engineering
student organizations sponsor study
centers. Although center hours vary,
seven centers function nearly around
the clock. Students find study centers
useful; at institutions without centers
(n=4), students often study in a class-
room, a section of the residence hall or
the library. These arrangements do not
promote community building in the
way that a study center does. Sixty-
five percent of the MEP directors
(n=13) cluster students for mathemat-
ics and science courses. Reasons for
clustering include encouraging study
groups, reducing ethnic isolation, and

Table 5.
Community Building Activities

Percent of Sample
Freshman Orientation Course 95

Provided by MEP 32

Provided by University 42

Provided by MEPIUniversity 26

Study Center 86

For Individuals 6

For Groups 6

For Individuals Groups 88

Clustering 65

Student Organizations 100

Figure 4
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making tutorial services more readily
available. MEP directors believe that
clustering has a positive effect on stu-
dents academic performance. Students
and faculty concur.

All institutions in the sample have active
campus chapters of minority student
engineering organizations such as the
American Indian Science and Engineer-
ing Society (AISES), the National Society
of Black Engineers (NSBE), the Soci-
ety of Hispanic Professional Engineers
(SHPE) and the Society of Mexican
American Engineers and Scientists
(MAES). Local chapters generally re-
flect the organizations' national goals
of providing a sense of community and
support for minority engineering stu-
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Structured Study Group
Academic Advising
Monitoring Student Progress
Tutorial Program

Percent of
Sample

80

90
95

dents: increasing the number of minority
engineers through recruitment, retention,
and academic support; and easing
the transition to employment. Activities
include academic support services,
community outreach activities, career
development activities and social events.
Most MEP students participate in these
organizations unless constrained by
work or study obligations. At most in-
stitutions (n=19) there is a working
relationship between the student orga-
nization and the MEP that ranges from
complementary programs to collabo-
rative activities and services. According
to students, the most beneficial aspects
of these organizations are networking
among students, developing a sense
of community, making corporate con-
tacts and developing leadership skills.

In addition to summer bridge programs
and freshman orientation courses in
the first year, MEPs offer ongoing aca-
demic support to buttress and reinforce
students' skills. Table 6 indicates that
most programs in the sample provide
academic support through structured
study groups, regular academic advis-
ing, monitoring student progress, and
tutoring.

Structured study groups consist of an
undergraduate or graduate student
leader, who is trained in the discipline
being studied, and students attending
the same course. Only five of the 16
MEPs that provide structured study
groups maintain data to assess the ef-
fectiveness of these groups, although
two additional programs are beginning
to collect assessment data. In every
case, the programs that evaluate their
study groups report that students who
attend the groups perform better in

6

those subjects than students who do
not attend.

Most MEP students are assigned an
advisor, usually an MEP staff member,
with whom they meet at least once each
term in the first two years. Juniors and
seniors, who have departmental advi-
sors, tend to meet less frequently with
their advisors. Students at all levels found

-MEP advising efforts helpful in determin-
ing the appropriate course load and
selecting effective teachers.

Ninety-five percent of the programs
regularly monitor student proaress by
maintaining a computerized database
containing test scores, course selections
and grade point averages. MEPs review
student transcripts and grades each
term and solicit faculty comments. Stu-
dents in academic difficulty are referred
to services provided by either the MEP
or the university. These services include
tutorial sessions, personal counseling,
and skills-building workshops on time
management and study skills. While
programs maintain complete data on
current students, most lack a process
for systematically collecting and ana-
lyzing longitudinal data on retention
and graduation.

The majority of MEPs offer tutoring for
a wide range of courses, especially the
required core courses in math, science,
and engineering. Tutorial services
combine walk-in tutoring, offered at
certain periods during the day, and
sessions scheduled
by appoiri`ment.
Students at all aca-
demic levels use
tutoring services
and indicate that tu-
toring is helpful, and
tutors are accessi-
ble when needed.
Tutors are usually
upper-division un-
dergraduate honor
students, or gradu-
ate. Itudents; only
on rare occasions
do faculty serve as
tutors. Nearly half
of the MEPs (n=9)

use trained tutors and most programs
(17 of 19) monitor tutorial services with
varying frequency.

Students' personal and professional
development is promoted through
summer job placement, counseling,
continuing financial aid advice, career
development activities, and relation-
ships with industry (Figure 5).

MEPs help students to find relevant
summer employment in industry by
making referrals and arranging job
interviews. Students usually work for
local companies, major corporations
and government agencies. Occasion-
ally, some have on- or off-campus
research assignments. Most students
express satisfaction with MEP job
placement assistance.

Approximately 75 percent of MEPs
provide academic and personal coun-
seling to students. Slightly fewer have
trained staff members. Counseling is
provided primarily on an individual
basis, with or without an appointment.
Students with serious personal and
social problems are referred to the
university counseling center. Overall,
students indicate that the counseling
is helpful.

Students receive financial guidance at
several points prior to their entry into
the freshman class and then again
throughout their undergraduate career

reassessing need each year. Most

Figure 6.
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MEP students receive financial aid in
several of the available forms: scholar-
ships, grants, student loans, and
work-study. Programs tap into both
university and external sources. In ad-
dition to providing financial assistance,
most programs disseminate financial
aid information and hold financial aid
workshops in order to assist in the
application process.

Professional development is enhanced
through career days, internships and
co-op experiences, resume writing
and interviewing workshops, mentor-
ing, research opportunities and
seminars with corporate representa-
tives. Seventy percent of the MEPs
(n=14) provide career development
workshops that invite company repre-
sentatives and MEP graduates to make
presentations on how to obtain a posi-
tion in industry, what companies look
for in employees, and what their own
jobs entail. Several of the activities are
joint efforts between the MEP and the
minority student engineering organiza-
tions and several programs collaborate
with the university placement office or
career services center to sponsor ca-
reer development workshops. Figure 6
presents the prevalence of selected
career development functions.

Although 90 percent of the programs
(n=18) promote graduate education,
they use passive approaches such as
providing printed information about
graduate schools, advising students
about the admissions process and
descrioing fellowship opportunities.
MEPs encourage students to become
familiar with the university's graduate
office and its services. Only a few MEPs
take a more active approach, such as
offering seminars by GEM (the National
Consortium for Graduate Degrees for
Minorities in Engineering and Science).

Seventeen programs (85 percent) report
some involvement with industry. For
example, 13 programs receive scholar-
ships from companies, seek summer
internships and include industry repre-
sentatives on their advisory boards.

nstitutionai Environment
MEPs function within university environ-
ments and depend on institutional
support. The degree to which the MEP
is accorded legitimacy as part of the
college of engineering, the manner in
which the program is staffed, adminis-
tered and housed, and the amount of
influence it wields in the college of
engineering and in the university as a
whole are indicators of its perceived
value. Specifically, institutional commit-
ment is demonstrated by fiscal
resources, staffing, office space, faculty
involvement and reporting lines.

Most MEPs secure their fiscal re-
sources from several sources, typically
including university funds (those from
the central administration or the col-
lege of engineering) and private funds
(those from corporations, foundations
or individuals). The most common type
of MEP funding is a combination of
university and private funds. A second
popular scheme is single-source fund-
ing, where total support is received
from either the university or corporations.

Three-quarters of the MEP directors
(n=15) indicate that their funding, in-
cluding that from the university, is
inadequate. Most raise additional re-
sources from industry and advocate
making the salaries of the director and
staff part of the university budget. Al-
though directors accept fundraising
activities as a crucial function of their
position, nearly a third (n=6) indicate
that fundraising takes too much time
away from other duties. The level of
assistance provided by the development
office, either in the college of engineer-
ing or central administration, ranges
from excellent to none.

MEP staffing typically includes a full-
time director who reports to a tenured
faculty member or to the dean of engi-
neering. In addition, programs
generally have at least one half-time
clerical support position and utilize
work-study students as office assistants,
tutors, and recruiters. As programs
grow and resources permit, additional
staff members, such as recruiters or
counselors, may be added.
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Not surprisingly, most directors report
that their programs run smoothly (70
percent) and that despite staff short-
ages, organization and administration
are satisfactory (65 percent). MEP
directors perceive their role as one of
leadership and management. They cite
supervision of program staff, fundrais-
ing, planning and development of .
programs, as well as participatirg in
and overseeing daily activities, as their
main functions. Generally, support staff
feel they receive the administrative
assistance they need to do their jobs
effectively. Students report that staff,
who are mostly minority group members,
are both supportive and accessible.

At a minimum, engineering schools are
expected to provide adequately fur-
nished and equipped office space for
the MEP, including a study center. Usu-
ally the MEP office is located near the
Dean's suite, but some programs are
housed in temporary buildings some
distance from the college of engineer-
ing. The major problem reported,
however, is lack of sufficient space
rather than location.

MEP directors' reporting lines are either
directly to the dean of engineering or
to an associate or assistant dean
(n=16). In some cases, supervisors
exercise nominal oversight and, in oth-
ers, there is involvement in the daily
operation of the program.

Most faculty and deans stated that
they highly regard the MEP and unani-
mously affirmed that the program
benefitted the institution and students.
Yet, while faculty members are involved
in the program in a variety of periph-
eral roles, most directors (n=12) feel
there is not enough faculty involvement
in areas that affect students' long-term
academic success (mentoring, research,
advising).

Overall, levels of institutional commit-
ment are ambiguous. Many MEP
directors (n=16) and their supervisors
(n=19) report that the institution has a
long-term commitment to the program.
Although this assertion was widespread,
it is neither confirmed by the level of
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funding nor by the degree of faculty in-
volvement.

:r.i-rInry "Access Factor=,
University-level support programs are
not a new phenomenon. Early pro-
grams mostly provided tutorial
services and administered financial
support for students. MEPs differ from
the more traditional, campus-wide
programs in that they are based in a
specific academic unit and therefore
are able to leverage the fiscal, human
and physical plant resources of the
engineering school.°

Another critical difference lies in program
focus. Most student support programs
focus on staff-to-student interaction
(e.g., tutors tutoring students, counselors
counseling students, advisors advising
students). In contrast, the MEP model
is designed to be less costly while cre-
ating a high level of student-to-student
interaction, attempting to leverage staff
and program resources, and enhanc-
ing each student's experience on a
daily basis. Clearly, some institutions
are more successful at this than others.

Eight of the 20 sample institutions were
identified as being the most successful
in recruiting and g7aduating minority
students. We found several types of
activities that were unique to their MEPs
(Table 7). In general, those engineering
schools with the highest persistence and
graduation rates for minority students
support their MEPs with proportionately
higher levels of funding, which ensure
sufficient resources to address students'
needs. These programs also attract
more faculty involvement in teaching
summer bridge classes. In addition, they
focus on improving students' study
habits, enhancing critical thinking skills
and strengthening content knowledge.

-lecruitment: MEPs at high-perform-
ing institutions tend to recruit students
directly from high schools, generally
bypassing the community college
population. However, proy ms that do
recruit from community colleges tend
to participate in formal articulation
agreements. This indicates the typically
cautious approach employed by four-
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year colleges and universities when
dealing with community college trans-
fer students. Senior-level institutions
often express concerns about the cal-
iber and quality of course offerings at
two-year colleges.

Admissions: Successful MEP institu-
tions have no special or flexible policies
for minority students not meeting stan-
dard admissions criteria. They do not
attempt to close the admissions gap
between minority and majority students
by adjusting requirements; their efforts
are focused more on attracting the
best-qualified high school students.

.ummer .?:ndge Programs: MEPs at
the most effective institutions have
summer programs that stress study and
critical thinking skills over other activi-
ties. They also attract more faculty to
teach these classes than do MEPs at

less successful schools. Relatively little
time is spent on general orientation
during these summer programs, com-
pared with MEPs in general whose
summer bridge programs spend more
time on basic orientation.

ommunity Building: The stated aim
of "clustering" is to reduce ethnic iso-
lation, whicn is seen as a barrier to
superior academic performance. How-
ever, MEPs at successful institutions
are more likely to provide study centers
than to cluster students. Since these
MEPs recruit students with stronger
academic preparation, there is less
perceived need to cluster their students
to enhance academic performance.
MEPs at successful institutions make
less use of student organizations that
are affiliated with national organizations
for minority engineers. The community-
building aspects of these organizations

Table 7
Identification of Success Factors

MEP
Component

MEP
Feature

Institutions
Overall

Most Successful
Institutions

Pre-enrollment
Activities

Recruitment

Admissions

Summer Bridge Program

Transitional Services

Matriculation Services , Community Building

Institutional
Envirc nment

Academic Support

Student Personal &
Professional Development

Fir:. al Resources

Staffing

Faculty Involvement

Reporting ljnes

High school outreach

Special/flexible
admissions policies
for minority applicants

Academic courses
combined with
orientation activities

Academic advising
for course registration
and placement tests

Student organizations
& freshman orientation
Courses

Mo^,,ing student
progress, academic
advising

Career development
activities

Funding from multiple
SOUrCeS

Full-time directors.
otherwise understaffed

Marginal involvement

Report directly to
engineering dean or
assistant/associate dean
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Primarily high school
outreach, little community
college outreach

No special admissions
policies

Tend to combine course
work with skills workshops
and orientation activities

Provide study centers,
less likely to cluster students

More likely to have sufficient
numbers of tutors available

High level of university
funding

Tend to have full-time
directors, but they are less
satisfied with the program

High perception that faculty
is supportive but less
satisfied with level of faculty
involvement

Less direct access to
engineering dean



are provided as part of the overall op-
eration of the MEPs.

=,cagemic Support: MEPs at suc-
cessful institutions tend to have sufficient
numbers of tutors available and do not
rely on their own monitoring for early
detection of problems and identifica-
tion of appropriate interventions. When
problems are identified, these MEPs
work closely with students to design
and agree on appropriate intervention
strategies.

:flJIflq. MEPs at successful institu-
tions have higher levels of university
funding than other programs, ranging
from 50 to 100 percent of the total
budget, with the average being ap-
proximately 78 percent. By comparison,
at the low end, university funding pro-
vided for the four MEPs in this group of
schools averages approximately 32
percent of the budget. Most MEPs re-
ceive funds from multiple sources
(e.g., corporations, foundations, the
college of engineering, or the university).

Recommendations for Future Re-
search and Program Development
The twenty-year history of MEPs has
not resulted in an appreciable increase
in the retention rate of minorities in en-
gineering. Although enrollment figures
have soared, the attrition gap remains.

This NACME study sought to identify
the prevalence of predetermined com-
ponents of the MEP model and link
them to university retention. We found
that, while most of the components
occur across all programs studied,
their presence could not be correlated
justifiably with the retention levels of
the schools in which they were located.
We did find that many of these programs
lack strong institutional support, have
minimal faculty involvement and are
viewed as peripheral to the mainstream
of the engineering school. Thus, many
institutions have failed to benefit fully
from the potential impact of MEPs.

Our principal recommendations, there-
fore, largely target the institution rather
than the MEP program itself.

1. Universities should institutionalize
support for the MEP effort in their
budgets, ensuring departmental com-
mitment to the successful completion
of degrees for minority engineering
students.

Only four of the twenty schools exam-
ined had programs fully funded by
.heir institutions. While colleges and
universities have opened their doors to
minorities in the last twenty years, they
have not committed the resources
needed to retain them. MEP programs
must develop a stable funding base,
possibly by mainstreaming program
components into the overall activities
of the host institution. University line-item
funding for basic fogram necessities,
such as staff salaries, would contribute
to stability, but should be seen as only
a step on the road to full institutional
commitment. The present predominance
of temporary funding from private
sources threatens the stability and in-
stitutionalization of MEPs.

The institutional unit where the MEP is
located helps to determine the effec-
tivenes;:: of the program. ldeaily, the
MEP should be located in the college
of engineering and the immediate su-
pervisor of the MEP director should
either be the dean of engineering or
have direct access to the dean.

2. Financial aid must be increased;
the lack of financial resources is often
a major obstacle to students' access
to college. While not a direct responsi-
bility of the MEP director, it is
nonetheless a problem often found at
the director's door. Ninety percent of
the MEP directors studied report as-
sisting on financial aid issues
during the transition between high
school and college, while 75 percent
offer ongoing assistance during the
undergraduate years.

In this study, scholarships were the
most frequently mentioned and pre-
ferred form of financial aid. This is
understandable given the enormous
increase in the cost of higher educa-
tion over the last ten years, coupled
.with the impact of recent financial aid

policy changes on lower income stu-
dents, many of whom are minorities.
The past decade has seen an annual
increase of 7.7 percent per year in
public institutions, and 9.2 percent per
year in private institutions for students
who live on campus. Using a moder-
ate projection, a public university
minority student beginning engineer-
ing studies in 1996 and graduating
four years later would pay between
$40,000 and $56,000 for an education.
A private university minority student
during the same period could pay
between $96,000 and $132,000.'

The composition of financial aid has
changed dramatically as well, shifting
from outright grants or scholarships to
loans. In 1976-77, federal loans ac-
counted for 22.6 percent of total aid. In
1991-92, this category jumped to 48.4
percent. There are a number of other
policy changes that reallocate financial
aid resources from poor to more afflu-
ent students. Clearly these trends
negatively impact poor and minority
students disproportionately, particu-
larly as they affect students' needs to
take on heavier work loads.

3. Increasing the number of minority
engineering faculty is imperative.
According to a report from the
Department of Education, in the fall of
187, African Americans and Hispan-
ics comprised two percent of the
engineering faculty; there were no
American Indians recorded. Yet, given
the paucity of doctorates being
awarded each year, raising the total
will take considerable time. In 1991,
underrepresented minorities received
only 100 Ph.D.s in engineering
(African Americans 43, Hispanics 51,
and American Indians 6) out of 2,782
total degrees awarded.8

The lack of a diverse faculty in the en-
gineering classroom is neither
insignificant nor without consequences.
Minority faculty bring a cultural con-
nection to their contact with students
of color that can facilitate positive, on-
going interactions. In their absence,
majority race faculty must be relied
upon to mentor and advise minority
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Model for the Evolution of Intervention Programs
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students. Unfortunately, the typical en-
gineering professor has minimal contact
with most students, and is usually even
more removed from minority students.
As explained in Retention by Design,'
for students of color this, coupled with
low faculty expectations, contributes to

poor academic
performance.
Furthermore, stu-
dents often mimic
the negative atti-
tudes they see
faculty display
toward minority
students, creating
an overall climate
of isolation. HaNing
more minority
faculty in the
schools can mini-
mize this behavior,
as can training
faculty to be more
sensitive to race,
gender, cross-
cultural communi-
cations and other
diversity issues.

4. Institutions must expand their com-
mitment to diversity well beyond the
establishment of MEPs. Colleges and
universities must recognize the need to
create faculty and student awareness
of diversity issues throughout the insti-
tution. They must address the institutional

Another Model of the Evolution of Intervention Programs

As universities look to improve their
retention programs, one model they can
follow to assess their current level of
commitment focuses on institutional
support. The Matyas and Malcom study.
published by the American Association
for the Advancement of Science",
describes a model (Figure 7) that has at
its apex the institutional support of
departments and programs, providing
mechanisms to ensure the achievement
of all students committed to education in
science and engineering.

At the next lower rung (Level 4)
institutions create centers for the
coordination of large parts of the
process of recruiting, training, tracking
and advancing students to graduation.
These centers form an organizational

overlay to the mission of the institution,
and are supported on hard money.

One rung down (Level 3) are formalized
coordinated programs in one part of the
institution, such as the college of engine-
ering, where recruitment and retention of
minority students is coordinated through
the office of the dean. Funding for these
programs includes external grants, but
relies increasingly on hard dollars from
the institution.

Level 2 shows.individual schools or
departments undertaking activities to
address their own particular problems,
such as high failure rates in calculus.
These activities have little or no
connection to the institution and address
only a small part of the problems facing
minority students.
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impediments, create a more nurturing
environment and promote a more sat-
isfying academic experience for all
students.

The components of the MEPs studied
focus on personal change, on helping
the student adjust to and accept the
environment of the engineering school.
Students are offered skills to improve
their ability to negotiate the often hostile
environment and to compensate for el-
ements missing in the university
culture. This places the burden
squarely on the shoulders of the stu-
dent to adjust to the prevailing culture.

Retention studies by Astin'° and others
confirm that thE quality of faculty/sturient
relationships is a decisive factor in stu-
dents' decisions to drop out or persist
in college. It is difficult to establish
close relationships with busy faculty,
and there are relatively few role models
for minority students. Earlier NACME
research indicates that the quality of
faculty/student interaction significantly
affects a student's perception of the
college experience. Focusing on the
university environment as a critical fac-

The lowest level, Level 1, covers the
commitment of individuals to address
particular barriers to participation.

These efforts are isolated projects, and
rely wholly on soft money and volunteer
activity.

Nationwide, Level 1 is where most MEPs
are found. The lack of a stable funding
base undermines the scope and effec-
tiveness of these intervention programs.
Although some programs have secured
permanent funding by mainstreaming
their activities, most engineering pro-
grams still rely on external funding.
Institutional funding would promote both
departmental commitment and contin-
ued support of minority engineering
students.
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tor in student persistence, NACME hi
developed a series of diversity seminars
that bring faculty and students together
to explore issues of cross-cultural
communication and increase awareness
of and sensitivity to cultural diversity.

Many faculty members fail to provide
meaningful support because they lack
effective counseling skills. Some see
the advising role as perfunctory and
secondary to their main responsibilities,
teaching and research. In addition,
faculty members often are unaware of
the existence and nature of cultural
barriers, and of the relationship between
their attitudes and how their message
is perceived by students.

In the NACME model, a series of
twelve faculty seminars centers on de-
veloping the specific behaviors that
alleviate cross-cultural tension. Nine
student workshops promote adjustment
to an academic and cultural environ-
ment that may differ substantially from
students' past experience. Students
learn the "unwritten rules" of the engi-
neering school environment.

.5. Longitudinal studies are crucial. There
is a great deal of information yet to be
discovered about the links between
student performance, MEP components,
institutional climate, and retention.
Monitoring the academic performance
and progress of current MEP students
is essential to retention. In the long
term, however, it is essential to collect
and analyze longitudinal data on pro-
gram participants and dropouts in
order to understand better the factors
impeding students' academic progress
and ultimate success in engineering.

While this study found that the theoreti-
cal model proposed for establishing
an MEP does exist in rractice, it is not
clear what effect MEPs have on student
performance measures. To assess the
affects of program features on student
achievement, longitudinal data should
be collected at selected institutions with
successful MEPs, following all freshman
minority engineering students through

graduation, with control groups of non-
minority students.

A longitudinal study can help determine
the extent to which students' entering
characteristics (e.g. high school grades,
SAT/ACT scores and socio-economic
background) contribute to academic
performance and would provide a
database for the assessment of inter-
vention strategies.

At the same time, the climate of the in-
stitution must be assessed. To date, the
university culture itself has not been
examined to the same extent as has the
student experience. Present interven-
tions do not focus on organizational
responsibilities, which would address
structure, environment, and behavior
or beliefs of faculty. Under present
practices at most engineering schools,
expectations and standards for stu-
dents' performance have been
normed on majority male experiences
and expectations. We need to reassess
these expectations and recommend
new institutional standards which are
appropriate to al! students, including
minorities of both genders.

An understanding of the unique aspects
of minority persistence and MEP effec-
tiveness can only be gained from a
comparative analysis of the experi-
ences of nonminority students within the
same institutions. This model would
allow for the measurements of student
achievement to be correlated with
MEP program components, and with
institutional commitments.

MEP directors will have to address both
retention and the , 'ed for institutional
commitment if they are to strengthen
their programs; they must face both
the need to define and help resolve
retention problems unique to their insti-
tutions, which means understanding
why some students w.thdraw and others
stay the course. The fuller understand-
ing of the factors in play will enable us
to move closer to our goal ot providing
access and ultimate success for minor-
ity engineering students.
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